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Boundary Waves on Perfect Conductors 
JOHN K. SCHC~LENBERCER 
The trio clnssrs ot’ maximal, energy-preserving hnunday conditions for 
hfnxwell’s equations are distinguished by the fact that 311 self-adjoint operntors 
engendered b! conditions of the first class (which includes the classical con- 
dition) satisfy a coerciveness inequnlit\; while such sn inequality fails tn hold 
for every operator of the second class (J. R. Schulenberger, /. Mcltlz. .Inol. 
rlppl. 48 (1974)). It is shown that all boundar?- conditions of the latter class 
admit surface waves. The principal content of the paper is the reprcsentMion of 
the solution u of the Cnuchy problem for hIasn-cll’s equations in R,” with B 
boundary condition of the second class in terms of two orthogonal parts, 
II = uu + up ( where 1~ is 3 superpositlon of refiected plane waves rind v. n 
superposition of surface waves. For compclrison, the representation of the 
solution corresponding to the classical condition I’where surface waves are 
absent) is 31~0 given. 
0. INTR~OL~CT~ON 
For ~Iaxwell’s equations in the half space R+R = [.v = (sl , H., , sfj) E R3: 
x3 32 O} the classical boundary condition for a perfect conductor, E,(r’, 0) 7 
E&‘, 0) = 0, s’ 7 (x, , s,), is but one among two one-parameter families of 
boundary conditions of the same type \vhich preserve energy [S]. That is, there 
are t\vo families of boundary operators BhA, Bed, h E R u @}. Bc” giving the 
condition above, such that the ‘Maswell operator -i--If = f(ryt:fz. -rot f’) 
plus a boundary condition BA,,f(.r’. 0) = 0 generates a self-adJoInt operator 
4.S in X =L,(R+3, P) (cf. Section 1 helow). (Here .f’ = (.fI .f2 .j3), -f’ = 
(f, ,f5 ,f6) represent, respectively. the electric and magnetic fields. and the 
subscripts c and s stand for “classical” and.“strange.“) The mixed problrm for 
ILfaxwell’s equations, ~ i%,u = .4u, in R+3 Lvith boundary condition 
L&u(R’, 0. t) = 0 and initial data f~ H is then solved by the unitary group 
LpA Jt): r/(.x, t) = (r-&(t)f) (v) E (rup(--i.-;li,,t) .f) (x). This situation reflects a 
mathematical feature inherent in the structure of Naxwll’s equations, and from 
a purely mathematical point of view there is a priori no reason to prefer one such 
boundary condition to another as far as concerns conservation of energy. Any 
boundary on which the electromagnetic field satisfies a condition of either class 
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is a perfect conductor in the sense that all the field ener,gy remains in the half 
space R,3. 
There is a further purely mathematical property which distinguishes the two 
classes Be,\ and BdA [5]: Any operator -4 eA is coercive on the complement of its 
null space in A?, while no operator -4,” has this property, i.e., there exists a 
constant C :> 0 such that all u E 2 which are in the domain of .4c’ and are 
orthogonal in 2’ to the null space of -4,,’ satisfy the inequalit! 
t 1 %,u If < C(l .-lc,‘z4 I’? + 1 u I’), (0.1) 
J=l 
while this inequality fails to hold for e\-cry operator -4,,‘, h E R U @J). (Here 1 1 
denotes the norm in A?.) The great utility of inequalities of type (0.1) in the 
study of partial differential equations hardly needs mention. That it should 
fail in the case of simple energy-preserving boundary conditions for the most 
hallowed equations of physics naturally gives rise to the question of what the 
physical consequences of this might be, or, more precisely: Given an initial state 
f~ X with compact support, say, is there some physically identifiable charac- 
teristic which distinguishes the AIaxwell field Lvs”(t)f from the field LTc,‘(t)f? 
The answer to this question is yes: In general (depending onf), a portion of the 
energy of r’J,‘(t)f remains localized in a neighborhood of the boundary x3 = 0 
for all t and simple propagates along the boundary as t increases, decaying 
esponentially away from it, while all the energy of (,‘,,‘(t)fe~entuallv propagates 
away from the bounda?. Stated another way: All boundary conditions B,A 
admit surface waves, while no boundary condition Bc,’ admits such waves, but 
rather only refiected plane waves. 
It is the main purpose of the present \vork to derive the representation of 
L’,‘(rjf as a superposition of these two types of wa\‘es: reflected plane wa\-es 
and surface \vaves. The field C’,,‘(r)f thus comes in two parts which are, more- 
o\-et-. orthogonal in X. The undertaking reduces essentially to representing the 
spectral family for .43A in terms of the improper eigenfunctions corresponding 
to points of the continuous spectrum of -4,“. For comparison r’cA(t)f is repre- 
sented in the same way to show that surface waves are absent. It is clear below 
that the method is applicable to a general class of equations (in particular, to the 
equations of elasticity-cf. Section 4). In outline it is similar to the method used 
b!- \\‘akabn!ashi [8] to obtain improper eigenfunction espansions for hyperbolic 
systems with elliptic spatial parts in R,“. (-4 above is nonelliptic: The rank of 
the symbol .4(q) is 4 for any 0 - 7 E R3.) Hyperbolic s!-stems with elliptic 
spatial part in the half space R,” were first studied in this contest b\- RIatsumura 
[4]. The author has borrowed certain techniques from [-I. 81-a fact herewith 
gratefully ackonwledged. 
The situation regarding coerciveness and the esistence of surface waves 
described above is a special instance of a more general circumstance which 
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obtains even in the case of an equation M hose spatial part B(c.1 is elliptic: If a 
boundary- condition for R admits a surface \va\e which propagates \I-ith speed 
k(t’j. 4 E Rof-‘. and if there exists a point lo 7~ 0 such that k( [,,) = 0, then B \i ith 
this boundary condition is noncoercil-e. For esample, it is shown in [3] that all 
boundary conditions cut’ the ahoy type fur the ncutrino equation are non- 
coercive. From the pnint oi \-iew adopted here this happens because all such 
boundary cunditions admit surface waves propagating at speeds k(4) which 
\-anish for certain t (cf. [8]). Unce puinted out, the reason for this is obvious: 
The improptr eigenfunction .L’(.v, q), s E R+ll, rj = (t, (Jj E RI<, corresponding 
to a surface mode satisties the equation B(i-,) E(.v, 7,) = k(t) 1(x, 7ij; if no\\ 
k([,J = 0, then T(s, 11, . uj. which decays esponentialt!- away from the boundary. 
is just the sort of function needed to demonstrate that coerciveness fails. In this 
sense the purely mathematical statement (0.1 j has a physical interpretation. 
The paper consists of four sections. Section I contains the background material 
needed for the subsequent Je\~etopment. In Section 2 representations for the 
resol\-ent kernels of A,*’ . .&’ are given. and the esistence of surface wa\-es is 
discussed. The representations of I’J,\(fj. L,.‘(t) mentioned above are derived 
in Section 3. In Section 1 some related results and directions for further investiga- 
tion are indicated. 
Finally, it is pointed out once again that the esistence of perfect-conductor- 
type boundary conditions which admit surface wa\-es is a mathematical feature 
inherent in the structure of RIas\\elt’s equations. \\‘hether there esist real 
materials nn which the etectroma,gnetic field satisties such boundary conditions 
can onI!- be settled hy rzperiment. In view of the encnmous physical riches 
derived frum the structure of these equations thus far. it would hardly be sur- 
prising if there were such materials. 
1. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION 
In this section we recall some facts needed in the sequel and introduce the 
notation used throughout the paper. The exposition is deliheratetj- quite brief; 
for more details the reader may consult [5, 61. 
We consider elements K E c’” as column vectors and write them as a pair of 
3-vectors Al = ,(~t 1 K~, K3jr K? = ‘(IQ, K~, ~~1: here t denotes transpose. If 
u(x, t) is a function of (x. t) E R3 x R with values in ‘C,r RIaswetl’s equation 
in vacua maJ- he written in the form 
where 
ii;p(x, t) = d(D) 24(x, t), (1-l) 
.-I(D) II = i .i,D,u = (,-; :‘:: ;;) , 
,=I 
(1.3) 
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Dj = -2; c -i?/Es, . Here u1 and ZI? represent the electric and magnetic 
fields E and H, respectively. The symbol .4(q) of -4(D) is a 6 >: 6 Hermitian 
matris of constant rank 4 for any 0 t 7 = (11, , Q. ~a) E RY, [-4(v) K]’ = 
-7 A d, [.4(?j) K]’ = 7) A K1, q A 2 = ‘(Tpc3’ - qaK2’, ?j3Kli - 7j,Ksi, 
?]lK,i - QK,‘), with characteristic pol~nomiul 
The distinct eigenvalues of -4(v) are thus r\,,(7j) = 0. Ail(rI) = * 1 ‘7 1 , each of 
multiplicity two, and the resolution of the identity for .4(v) is 
where 
-w P,(7) = b(7) P,(7) (1.4) 
and the P,(v), K = 0, * 1, are mutually orthogonal orthoprojectors 
defined b!- 
&(tj) = -(hi)-’ I,, ( ,--,=, [.4(q) - Jml di; (1.6) 
n b ,i 
here the integration goes over a small circle in the comples plane enclosing 
only the eigenvalue h,(q). The asterisk denotes Hermitian conjugate. Defining 
the 3 x 3 matris 7 I:~I 7 by (7 1:2ry) K = ‘7(x y,Ki), K E C3, and denoting the 
matrix (7 A)* b!- 7 A 7 A, these projections may be written 
For Im 6 F 0 the resolvent of .4(v) thus has the representation 
[*-l(7) - iZ]-’ = -j-lP&r)) + [k,(y) - i]-’ p-,(‘7) + p(7) - Cl-’ PI(?). 
(1.8) 
Let 9 = Y(R”, CG) denote the space of smooth, rapidly decreasing functions 
from Rn to C6, and denote by Y’ its dual, 11 = 1, 2. 3. The Fourier transform 
0 a* 
@J(p) = (27r)-“:* 1 esp(-ips)j‘(s) A, 
’ R= 
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is an iaomorphism of ./- with inverse CD *.f’(.vj = G./‘--s:) [7] M hich extends h! 
continuity to an isomorphism ofL,(R”, C6) and hy duality to an isomorphism of 
.Y’. For an!- u CL, the quantit!- .4(D) II E .!Y’ and the operator ,ry/ with domain 
Y( ‘J) := ju: II, .4(D) u E L,(R3, C’“)I 
is self-adjoint with resol\.cnt G(i) = (c/ - J’I-’ gi\-en b!- 
(1.9) 
Im 5 + 0, where 6(x; 5) is the fundamental solution, 
[.4(D) - jr] t(s; LJ = S(S) I, 
obtained from (1.8) b\- Fourier transform 
(1.10) 
i(.; i, = (Zn)-3 2 @j[.4(.) - q-1 CD3 (1.11) 
in Y’. 
\Ye write R*.‘l = is F R”: * .sT1 0; ; below this is also denoted R, , j = + I, 
in the case II = I. The constant (independent of s’ = (.I~ . x2) E R”), minimal, 
energ!,-preserving boundar!, operacurs B,’ on P for .4(D) in R+3 fall into two 
classes denoted by the subscripts c (for classical) and s (for strange): 
A E R U {,-XI (here Bc .K = ‘(K~ . K;), B,‘.K = ‘(K., , K~)). That is, if K. y ~.2$!, = 
ker BA.< then K *.43y = 0, and 3 c’,J is a subspace of C” of dimension 4. Note that 
Be0 is the usual boundary condition for a perfect conductor: B,.% = 0 iff 
K, == ti2 = 0. i.e., the tanpzntial component of the electric &Id is zero on v3 = 0. 
Each boundary operator- B,J, determines J self-adjoint coperator .4:,,< in the 
Hilhert space .ti = L( R+3, c’“) in the t"dl~~u inc manner. Let 4’( R,“. P) denote 
the set of smooth functions nn F. the closure of R+3, with bounded support. 
Then it follows from results of [2] (cf.. e.g.. [I]) that the graph closure of .4(D) 
on the set /U EP(F. P): B,J,u(s’. 0) = 01 is a self-adjoint operator in .X. This 
is ntJt the definition of .4:., used in [5], hut it is not difficult to verify that the 
detinition of [5] and that just given above both give the same self-adjoint 
operator. 
A boundary space 2” (or boundar!, condition B’u(.v’. 0) = 0) is said to he 
coercii-e for .-I” iff there esists a constant C 3:. 0 such that u E Gi.4’) n . 1’(-4.1)’ 
implies u E H1(R+3), the usual Sobolev space of functions which together with 
their first derivatives are square-integrable, and 
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here 1 1 denotes the norm in 2, and JP(;3A)’ denotes the orthogonal comple- 
ment of the null space J((,+) of .qA in 2’. The following theorem is the princi- 
pal content of [5]. 
rr~~~~~h~ 1.1. .Jll boundarT spaces ~6’~~ are coerck?e for -4, and all boundarjm 
spaces .XfSr are rtoncoerck~e. 
It is shown helow that solutions LTS,\(t)f, f E A?, of RIaswll’s equations in 
R+3 satisfy-ing a strange boundary condition BsA~(.v’, 0) = 0 differ in a funda- 
mental way from solutions l’,\(tjf satisfying a classical condition B,“u(.x’, 0. t) 
= 0. It is shown in [I] that all the groups L’,,‘(t) are unitarily equivalent to 
L’,“(t). and therefore among conditions of this class only the usual classical 
condition BrUu(s’, 0, t) = 0 is considered below. As a final remark on notation, 
spaces in which functions of a certain class take their range are often not indicated 
esplicitl!- if they are clear from the contest. Thus, we write, e.~.. Q’(Rt3) for 
either 4(RT3, C) or G2(R+3, C6 ). the spaces of compactly supported smooth 
functions in R+3 with values in C or C6. 
THE RESOLENT KERNEL IN R+3 
i\‘ith the exception of the discussion helow to show that all boundary operators 
BJ’ admit surface waves, to simplify notation we henceforth consider only the 
unitary groups L’,(t) = I.‘,“(r), IL,‘~(~) = LTSo(t) with self-adjoint generators 
-Jc = --I,O. .-I, = .-13’) engendered by the boundary conditions 
B,f(s’. 0) = &Of (x’, 0) = 0 8 fi(s’, 0) =f2(s’, 0) = 0, (2.l)c 
&f(S’, 0) = &Of (A-‘, 0) = 0 iff fi(s’, 0) = f,(.i’, 0) = 0, (2.1 )s 
respectively. The subscripts s and c are omitted whenever it is not necessary 
to distinguish the t\vo cases. Our ultimate objective is to represent the solution 
C’(t) f of the mised problem for RIax\r-ell’s equation in R+3 as a superposition 
of reflected plane waves and eventual surface waves. Now in terms of the spectral 
family F,, = F( - #xl, A) of .-l the group F(t) has the representation 
U(t) = \ esp(--it,]) dF,, , 
‘R 
(2.2) 
SO the problem reduces to representing F,, in terms of such modes. If R(i) 
denotes the resolvent of -3, R(i) = (-4 - &7)-l, Im 5 + 0, then F,, is obtained 
from R(c) via the well-known formula 
[F(b) + F(b-)]/2 - [F(a) + F(a-)] ‘2. 
= (2+)-l I$I 1; [R(A + ia) - R(A - k)] dA 
(2.3) 
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(P is taken to be right continuousj. The problem thus reduces to 8ht.ru~rng 
an appropriate representation for the resolvent kernel R(.Y.J~; CJ 
Th e present section is devoted to obtaining such a representation. 
As the resolvent kernel, R(s,y; LJ has the symmetry propert! 
and its columns satisfy the boundary conditions (2.1) at sa = 0 for ~1s E R+3. 
There is a more-or-less standard technique for obtaining R [4, 81: Seek R in the 
form (cf. (1.9)-(1.11)) 
R(s, ~9; <) = &(.I - F; 5) - E(s. \‘; 0, (1.6) 
where E(s, y; j) satisfies 
[d(D,j - 511 E(.Y, )m; j) = 0, for x,-y E R+S, 
B&v’, 0,-Y; 5) = Bd(.v - y; j)l,,, , forvtg = j 
(2.7) 
_ + , 
where BE, Bt are the 2 :,: 6 matrices obtained by applying B to each column nf 
E. 6. It is clear that a hounded function R so constructed is a representation of the 
resolvent kernel. To get started it is evident from (2.7) that 61.~ - J’; <)I,.,=, is 
needed esplicitly, and this is now undertaken. 
It is comenient to single out the third variable of q E RD, Lvriting ~1 = (5, pj. 
The first step is to estend the eigenvalues h,,(q) = A,,(E, p) = +(p + p2j1 i of 
the symbol .I(?) to complex values -r = p + AC. For any fised t = 0 detine 
A,,([, T) = (G + / t lz)l’B by Re A+,([, T) ;;, 0, Re A-,([. 7) ,< 0 in the 7 plane 
with branch cuts (i 15 /, k), (i”cs, -i I[ 1); note that A*,(t, T) = -.\F,(t- 7). Nest 
estend the P,(T)) of (I .7) to complex T in such a way that they rrmnm solutions c~f 
--I([, 7) P,(t, T) = &(,C. T) Pl([. 7): In the notation of (1.7) \\ith (2. T,I in place 
of 77 
. .I$. 7 P&, 7) = (7’ + 1 c$ I’)-’ I‘-’ r, i; (ET T,-(E, 7)oc, (E, T), 19 
40 7) A (5,T) A P*t(Lt, 7) = ~-‘~~*1(LtT T)F’ (,,+,($,T) [ c* 7), -A*d5, T) [(5, 7) A] 
(2.8) 
-(<. T) A (5, T) A 1 .
Define ~~(5, {) = (t2 - j 5 I’)‘.’ b>- Im T+ > 0, Im T- < 0 in the 4 plane with 
branch cuts (-,x8, -1 [ Ij, (1 6 l . *x#j; note that 7% = -TV . Then for ] [ 1 5 + 0 
the matris [-I(e, 7) - iZ]-t i s regular in 7 in the upper (lower) half plane escept 
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for poles at the zeros of det[.-l([, T) - [r] = i’[G - (6’ - ( 4 IL)]“, i.e., at 
T+([, 5) (~-(l, j)), and in a small neighborhood of these poles 
L-W, 7) - iW’ 
= -<-lPU(E, T) + [A+l(& T) - 11-l P+l(t. T) + [d\-,((s 7) - (1-l P-(,C. 7j 
j (- 1 < =k 0. No\\- in Ifi’ by (1. l 1) 
and JO applyin,c @, in the tangential variable .v’ 
For ( 5 j < 5 0 we may deform the path of integration into the lower half plane 
to obtain 
where the pole occurs at ,\+t(t T--) = j if Re j > 0 and at ,\-r(e, r-) = j if 
Re c .*I 0. Evaluating the residue and using the relation r*(E, 5) = - rF([, 0, we 
have 
CD23L(s - 1; 5) (.$)1,,=o = i(2rr)-’ p +~‘ieir+u~;T;lp(~s i, -.T+), (2.1 I) 
where 
1 
5’ - tl” -5,5, -761 0 7; -& 
-5J, i’ - 5,? -75, -ri 0 21 
P([, j,.) = 2-y2 - T(? -r& I Cl' it, - 21 0 0 -1; & 5' - tl" -El& -TEr " 
-;'e, {il -2 
414, <" - 5,' -& 
-4, -de I 4 I2 J
and 
.%E, 7) P(& i, 7) - <P((, i'. T) = 0. (3.13) 
Taking the Fourier transform of (2.7) with respect to the tangential \-ariable 
x’ = (xl , x2) we obtain 
[-4ct, 03) - Ul @n-q& .\‘3 , .\‘; i) = 0 
B@,E(~. 0, ?‘; 5) = B@,b(s - J’; i) (&.,=. 
(2.14) 
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with the solution hounded for .x3 ;., 0 
where C([, 4) is a nonsingular matris defined try the boundary conditions. In 
the present case C i> not ver!- complicated: Since P([. ;. 7j has rank 2. C nerd 
only be such that each column of PC’ is a linear combination IJ~‘ two linearI\- 
independent columns of P in order to satisfy the boundary conditions. The 
matrix C is chosen with an eye to the particular buundary condition to make the 
computations as simple as possible. \\‘ith this in mind. on the basis of (2.1 Il. 
(2.14) and (2.15) we choose 
Applying now B,-. Ed B,” (see (I .9)). we have from (2.12) 
In this case it is evidtnt from (2.12) and (2.15) that the boundat-!- condition in 
(2.14) is satisfied if we take C to be the diagonal matrix 
C’,. = diag[J. I. -I. -I. -I. I]. (3.17j 
Thus, 
@,E,( c. .l 3 , -\‘; i) =. a((. .“, i) ei7fJ3P(& <. 7,) c’, . (7.18j 
Before computing @?E, for B, GE B,O we first discuss the computation for a 
general B,,’ and demonstrate the fact pre\-iously mentioned that all such boundar! 
conditions admit surface modes. From (2.1 I) and (2.15) the columns (@&‘)‘, 
i = I...., 6, of Qp,E;’ must consist of a linear combination of two linearly inde- 
pendent columns of P([. <. T+) to satisfy the boundary condition in (2.14): 
(@2Eli)t = a,,P! + cltkPk (no sum). 
\Ve apply B,’ to this column. equate the result to B,,’ applied to the ith column 
of (2.1 I), and solve for a,, . u,~ . This is possible provided that the so-called 
Lopatinskii determinant 
A,,( 6, i) = det[B,,‘Pt. B,,‘P”] (2.19) 
is nonzero. Now the zeros of A,,((, <) (in < for fixed 5) are all real [4], but since 
we intend to pass to the limit Im < -) 0 (cf. (2.3)) it is evident that these zeros 
k(E) play a fundamental role; the k(f) are, in fact, the propagation speeds of the 
surface waves. However. neither the determinant (2.19) nor its zeros is well 
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defined: Both depend on the choice of linearly independent columns of 
P((, 5, T,), e.g., in the case A = 0 
but 
det[&OP5, B,OP] = -g1(5’ - E,‘) 
I\‘e therefore make the 
DEFINITION. The point 0 EE i; = k(t) is an essential zero of A,((, 5) iff 
k(f) is a zero of d,,(t, 5) for any choice of linearly independent columns P!. Pk 
of P([, << 7,) in (2.12). 
If k(t) is a zero of (2.17) then its columns are linearly dependent: There 
esist scalars cc(t), p(t) such that 
The vector 
.Y5) = 45) wt. MO, T+((. 40)) + /w Ph(5. 45). T+(l, W))) (2.W 
we call a surface mode. The point of the definition above is that while the zeros 
of (2.19) give the propagation speeds of surface waves a nonessential zero gives 
a “ghost” in the sense of 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose for some choice hl, h’ of columns of P( 8, 5, 7,) that 
k(f) is a zero of(2.19), buf k(t) IS no an essential zero. Then the surface mode (2.20) t 
(wifh h’. h’ in place of Pi, P”) is tri,z-ial. 
Proof. If K(t) is not an essential zero. there is a choice of linearly independent 
columns hl, h2 of P(e, 5. 7,) such that det[&.\h’, B3”h2]C,.h,e) = 0, but 
det[B,,W, Bd.VG]i=,.(:, f 0, i.e., for some scalars al(t), p(4) 
B;‘(ah + pl’)l,=r(r, = 0, 
but 
B;‘(yR’ + Sh’)l;,+, = 0 (2.21) 
for any nontrivial y(f), 6(t). Now since P(e, [, T,) has rank 2, for fixed LJ there 
exists a nonsingular transformation D of c” such that 
II’ = d,,h’ + d#, I12 = d,,h’ + d,#. 
Hence 
0 = B2[oh’ + Bh2]r,~:r.r) = B,“[(ordll + Bd,,) A1 + (~4~ + /3d,w) @I,,,(,, , 
which by (2.21) implies that 
0 = ad,, + Bd,, = LX& + Bd,, , 
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and. since ZI is nonsingular. this implies that ,1 : $ = 0. i.e., the surfxe mode 
J/l + /3/G is tri\,ial. 
\\-ith the ahow situation in mind. it is easily wrified that (,3.13) can he satisfied 
with C, chosen such that 
B>‘P([. i”, T+) C. = “;-“I((,J’. <) B.‘[c,,P’ + Ac,,P’, l.,,P’ T casP”, cJ3P2 
7 cy3P3. .\1,,P” I crrPI 1 l.5,5P5 + Cj6P”, c3eP5 + r,,P”], 
and the essential zeros of IL I9) are 
<* = *( 1 + A?)-l 2 (fl - A&), .\ e R; 
;+ = +5>. A = ,x.. 
Thus, all the strange boundary conditions admit surface modes. Exactly ho\\ 
each such mode gi\.es rise to a surface \\-a\‘e is seen in the following section. The 
reader may \-erify that none of the Bc*’ of (1.9) admit surface modes. i.e.. for 
5 + 0 det[B,.‘Pj, B,:‘P”] has no essential zeros 5 = 0. 
Performing non- the computation of c’, = Cs” for B. = Bq”. we obtain 
where 
(2.23) 
Note that C*([, 5) = C(l. ;j. since ?+(t. 5) = -r~c, i). 
Since K*(s - -18; 5) = (5(~ - Y; I+& (2.5) implies that E(s. jr; [)*- = E( ~a. .s: i). 
Translated in terms of @.,E(E. sg .-v; ?J. this means that 
where C = c’,., are eiven by (2.17) and (2.33). In summary-. the rrsolvent 
kernels &(s, y; LJ for .-J,>,< are 
R ,.,. (.v. ~9; ;, = E(.v - ~8; <, - E,.,,(s, >‘; i), (3.25) 
with 6(x - F; <) given h!- (1.1 I) and 0&,.(~. .Q. A’: <) hy (2.18) and (2.23). 
Finally, the following lemma and its corollary are needed in the next section 
(cf. [8]). Below and throughout the paper we denote the characteristic function 
of a set A C R” by x,(s), s E RR. 
L~nrnrx 2.2. Let A’()*, s; c) denote the resohent R(y, v; [) extettded b! zero to 
R3 itr y: a(~, s; 5) = xR+(?sa) R($, s; c), s E R,“. Theta 
(.4(D,) - &d(~-, s; 5) = A(! - x) I - iA .-I,R(-v’, O’, s; 5). (1.26) 
Proof. Fis s E R+3 and let s E Q(R+3) he 1 in a small neighborhood of s 
and 0 outside :I slightly larger neighborhood still a positive distance from 
y3 = 0. Let q~ E .Y[R3), then 
[.-I(&) - iI] d(y, s; 5) (p.(J)) 
= [.4(D,) - [Z] R(J, .\‘; <) (I(J) a>(.\‘)) 
+ [-4(L),) - g] 2qy, .I-; 5) ([I - A(J)] q?(y)) 
(2.27) 
= q?(x) + [A(D,) - CZ] Ayy, x; {) ([I - a(F)] p.(?‘)). 
No\v on supp[l - ,x(;v)] ‘p(>l) the function a(~. s; %) is in Li,,,(R,3), and in 
I/“( R3) 
+ [tiaR(y, s; [)I [ 1 - &4y)] ~(3’);. 4; (i.\” 
= R(y’, O’, s; ;) (c&y’, 0)) + 1 fin [?,R(J’, .y; c,] ([I - a(y)] q(y)) (II\?. 
e/p’“+ 
and so 
since [.-I(D,) - 411 R(y, x; i) = 0 on wpp[l - S(T)] q(~v). Combining this 
with (2.27) gives (2.26). 
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C'OROLLARY 2.3. Let I?(.~, J; j) denote R(x, y; CJ rsteraded bJ zro to R3 in 
-v: &(.I!, J; 5) = ,yR+(y3j R(.v,?; {j. s E R+3. Then 
@f&s, T; ij (71) [-4(r)) - 511 
= (2~)~” eir”Z + i(2rr)-“” @z,R(s, J-‘, 0’; i) -4, 
= p-3 2 eijnz + ;(,,)-I 2 p;.Lp - .\‘; 5)lu,=o - p,q* (5,0, .v; 01. --I, . 
Proof. In (2.26) .9(-y. .Y; %)’ = xR+(!J R”(JI, s; c) = xR+(y3) R(.v?p; i) = 
R(s, 3’; <), so applying Qv to ( 1.34j and taking the adjoint gives the first equation 
of (2.28). The second follows from 
@*E(s, f, 0; ij = [@,,E(f, 0+, S; %) (s)] *. 
3. REPRESENTATIONS IN TERMS OF GENERALIZED EICENFUNCTIONS 
Forj = -1,O, I define 
Y,(.? r,; ;) = @,*R(.w; 5) (11) [Ud - Cl P,(v), (3.1) 
where I?(.~, y; I;) is the estension of R(x, ~1; i) to R3 in y described in C:orollan 
2.3 and P,(T), A,(v) are as in (I .3)-( 1.7). For f E 9( R,“) define further 
The objecti\re here is to present the spectral familes of .4c.S as superpositions 
of the reflected plane wares Y,(s, ~1; A,(q) k i0). i = f I y and eventual surface 
\vaves. The motivation for these particular definitions is as foilolvs. Let 
# gQ(R3) and f E$T(R+s); denote bl- I?(<)/’ the estension nf R(Qf(.\) to R3 h> 
zero and by y5+ the restriction of # tn R+3. St = $ ) R+3. Let .‘.- . : denote the 
inner product inL,(R3, Cfi). Then by (1.3), (3.1), (3.2). and the ParseA equality 
,.,@#, @Z?(<)f’ = x.$, a&f) = (#+ , R(i)f) = (R(5) 4, .f) 
= (R(*, -I’; i) #+(y),f) = ~.R(., ?‘; ;j bqF),f ;: 
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and hence 
@R(Qj(q) = 5: [4(7) - p&j. <) EL!?(C C6). (3.3) 
-1 
For f~ Q(R+Sj we ha\.e from (3.3) and the resolvent identity, R(i) - R(h) = 
= (5 - A) R(i) R(A) = (( - #\) R(A) R(j), with < = k + ic, A = % (recall that 
in the inner product conjugation is on the first place) 
([W + ic) - w - i~)lf,f) 
= (ZkR(k * ic) R(k F ic)f,f) 
= -2ic(R(k i ic)f, R(k F ic)f) 
= -2k{R(K 7 ic)f, R(k T ic)f::, 
= -_ ‘ic(@l?(k F ic)f, @l?(k T ic)f) 
and hence by (2.3) for any finite interval (0,6) CR 
= - 1;1$2mi)-’ fb ([R(k + ic) - R(k - ic)]f,f) dk 
‘0 
(3.4) 
.b 1 . 
= lim w1 
( 10 .(l -1 ‘R3 (A~(?) -‘kyz + Ed I fk?; k * ic)I’ 4 dk I xl 
since from (3.3) x [A,(.) - []-lj,(.; j) is a continuous L,-valued function of 5 
for Im 1 ;F 0. Thus, to obtain the desired representation of the spectral family 
it remains to pass to the limit under the integral sign in (3.4). The justification 
for this is based on the esplicit formulas for the Yj which we now proceed to 
obtain. 
From (I .4), (2.28), and (3.1) we have 
yj(xt 7; 5) 
= (2?7)+” e’““Pj(7) + i(?n)-’ ‘[0~‘8(5 - .\‘; () ([)I,,=0 - (@,‘E)* (5, 0, .Y; [)I. 
= i(h-’ ~,‘““St’lJS’+iT;lp(~. . r+), 
where P(t, <. 7) is giwn hv (2.12). .A Iemma is IWW needed. 
L~hrnr~ 3.1. Ifi’tlt Z’((,<,.) of(2.12) ml P>(T)) qt‘(I.6) 
qt. i;, fr+) -4&(q) = (p + 7+)-l [A;(T)) - i] P(f, i. kT+) P,(q). (3.7) 
Proof. The proof is much the same as that of an analogous assertion for the 
elliptic case [8]. Three identities are needed; the first is (1.6), the second is 
contained in the deril-ation of (2.1 I) and (X6), and the third is verified in much 
the same way as the resolwnt identity. 
P,(7) = -Pi)-l J; ,-,, i ,l ,=,‘, [-4(t, p) - AZ-1 da\, ( 1 .fJ) I 
[A(E, T) - y-1 .-&[A(& p) - AZ]-’ 
= (p - T)-’ ([.I((, T) - q-1 - [-4((, p) - XI]-1 (.3.9) 
+ (A - <) [.4(,‘, T) - 511-l [-4(E. p) - .\I]-‘:. 
Here the integrations go over sufficiently- small circles about h;(v), T* in the 
positive (counterclockwise) direction. From (1.6), (3.8). and (3.9) 
W&L 7,) --I,P,(?) 
- = 7+<-‘(4~)~” 
J I7--T+J=fi dT Ji \-\,lnil=.j 
fL\[24(5, T) - jr]-’ .4.J.4([, p) - .U]-1 
= T+{-1(47y 
+ (hi) [< - Aj(?)] [A((, T) - <Z]-l P.;(q)j (IT 
= (P - 7+)-l p;(7) - il P(5. 4, T,) P,(7). 
The assertion for P(f, [, -T+j is obtained by recalling that T+ = --T- . 
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From (2.24) and the facts previously noted that ?+(E, c) = -~+(f, {), 
c*te, C) = w, a and P*(t, L 7+(5, r)) = P(t, 5, -r+(E. O), we haye 
(a@)* ((, 0, s; 5) = ipr)- 57;le;.l.‘:eir+(F.i)‘3C(51 5) P(,c. i, -r+(f, j)). (3.10) 
By (3.5). (3.6). (3.7), and (3.10) for j = -I, 0, 1, Im 5 L 0, it now follows that 
Y,(.L 7: 1;) 
= p-3 2 e~J+jr~+s~p,(7i) + <T;ly;r+.‘3 [c(E, i) P(t, i. -T+) - p(t~ -3 r+jl -43pj(7)i 
= ( 2TT)-3 2 &E(.pq + {T;lerr+J3 
[(p + 7+)-l p,(7) - il qt. i) qe, L -7,) 
- (p - T+)-l [s4,(7) - Cl p(t9 4, T+)li pj(7)). (3.1 I) 
Noting that ~+(t, A;(q) * i0) = T+(E. j I 17 I i i0) = f j I p I , j = i I, for p # 0 
it is possible to pass to the limit 6 ---t Ai f i0 to obtain (recall Rtj = R, if 
j=l, R,,=RF ifj=-I) 
(Y,*),,, (.L 7) = (Y,),,, (4 7; h(7) f jOj 
= (2~)-~” XRi,(P) P”[d+Z - e?‘T,,,(7jj] P,(T)) 
= (27p 2 X’RT ,(p, P qeirv,(~) - c-iYq& -p) C,,,(?j)]. 
j = iI, (3.1’) 
where 
C, = diag[l, I, -1. -I, -1, I]. 
C,(q) = C,((, A,(?) * i0) = (5,’ + p’)-’ 
0 0 
E, - p” ‘p& 
-2p& &’ - p’ 1 
[ 
C,(q) 0 
0 C,(lj) * 1 (3.13) 
Note that C,*(,) = C,*([, ,D) = C,( c, -pj. The folloning facts concerning the 
generalized eigenfunctions !P)* are immediately e\-ident from (3.12): (1) If each 
column of Y,* is written as two 3-wctors (cf. Section I). then each such 3-vector 
is dkergence-free; (2) they satisfy the “eigenvalue equation” 
.d(Llr) Y,I(S, 7)) = #\,(r/) Yj*(s, q), i = *I; (3.14) 
(3) the columns of Y,* satisfy the boundary conditions (2.1), i.e.. 
[(l”,*)5 (s’* O, ?)]I; = [(yj*)S (x’7 Ov ?)]Ji = O* 
[(y)*)C (s’v 0, q)]li = [(y,*)C (s’, 07 ?j)]?t = [(‘y,*)C thy’7 0. q)]Gi == 09 
(3.15) 
i = I,.... 6. 
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Note that the columns; nf (Y,u),. satisf!. the “extra” boundary condition 
fs(.r’, 0) = 0 (that is. the normal component nf the magnetic field is zero on the 
boundary) appropriate to functions in L fr(.l,.) L (see [5]); this is a~ it should he. 
since propagating solutions r’,-(t).{, fe . f”(.J,)l. are shortI!. seen to he repre- 
sented as a superposition of the (Y,+), 
ForfeP(RLR) define forj = - I, I 
f,'(7)) -= ji(s* 'j; j\,(q) f i0) = 1, 3 (Y,')* (St q)f(sY) d.V 
+ 
(3.16) 
= SR, (P) pj(7) [@3j(?) - c’(7) @;“@J(?)l 
(cf. (3.2), (3.12j); here in writing the second line f is considered extended to R” 
hy zero. For future reference, we record the explicit form of /f;.*(7)1’: 
+ I P;(qj C”(7)) ~~@,f‘(7)l’l. (3.17) 
It is evident from (2.23). (3.4). and (3. Il) that there is also a contribution to the 
spectral family from the singular points of C,([, 0, [ = *t, (the roots of 
A,([, 5) = @-cf. (2.19)). With an eye to this, for p f 0 we set (cf. (I .3), (3.1 I)) 
where 
are given b! 
n*, = e*,(h) d&J &7 
Q,(&) = 2-l I 5, 1-l t(O, I & I , it,, 0, W2 v * I Er 1). 
(3.20) 
The matrices II,, have rank I, are homogeneous of degree 0, and are 
orthogonal orthoprojectors: 
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Further, the only possible values of an element vtj of n,,(,[,) are 0, *I, 
&l sgn 5s , so ~ij is smooth except possibly for a jump of modulus 2 at & = 0; 
in particular, I7*,((,) is a constant matrix on the half lines [, T 0 and ta > 0. 
Note. however, that 1 [a ] I7,,([,) is continuous, and hence Til(.r, 7) is a bounded 
function of s. 7 lvhich is continuous for p + 0. Also. the J’,,(s, 7) satisfy the 
“eigenvalue equation” 
-4(D.J ~*,(.~, 7) = hv*,(.~, 7j, (3.22) 
while the columns of Z*,(s, 7) are divergence-free and satisfy the strange 
boundary conditions (2.1),: 
&(s’, 0, 7) = Z4i(s’, 0, 7jj = 0, i = I..... 6. (3.23) 
Thus, for each 71 the T,,(.v, 0 re p resent surface waves propagating with speed 
+t, . \Ve remark that the column ,&a(.~, 0, 5, , p) is precisely the function used 
in [5] to construct a family of functions violating the coerciveness inequality (0.1). 
Thus, from the present point of view, the strange boundary conditions are 
noncoercive because they admit surface waves propagating at speeds IQ(&,) =I 0 
for some 0 f &, (cf. Section 2); above R,(ej = t1 vanishes for [, = 0. 
Define no\\ 
k(1)) = I, z?.Y](X, q)*f(.u) ds, 
+3 
; = *I. (3.24) 
The proof of the next lemma involves justifying the interchange of limit and 
integration in (3.4); it is quite long and technical and is given in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Fc(.), Fs( .) denote the spectral measures of -dc , -4, , and dejne 
A*(q), f,“(q) b! (3.16). (3.24). Then for f < 52’(R+3) and for any finite internal 
(a, b) C R\{Ot 
Here. of course, in (3.25)j,*(q) refers to (3.16) with Y* = (Y*), and in (3.26) 
to (3.16) with Y* = (Y*), , these functions being given by (3.12). 
Nowfj*(7),fj”(~) for f E 3) compactly supported are defined by (3.16j, (3.24) 
and, on approximating f by a sequence {fn} CO(R+3), (3.25) and (3.26) hold for 
such f as well. Let now P,,C = E,(O) - E,(O-), Pas = &(O) - f&(0-) be the 
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projections onto the null spaces CI~‘ .-I,. 1 .J. in X. Then from (3.25) for an\ 
compactI!, supported 1-e X 
and a similar espression for ((I - P,l-)J f) with (3.26). (IYe denote the norm 
in L,(R3, P) hy double bars.) Now let ,l/ _.’ 0 and define for anyfE X 
it follows from (3.27) that ;(.{,*),,,i, ((f:“),,,‘; are C’;luchy sequences in &,(R3. C6j 
(Jr-+ .x8) and therefore converge to limits which we denote by f:*. f/; (3.27) 
then also holds for-t: Thus the mappings Qj*, @,,” into L,(R3, C6) defined on 
compactI\- supported functions ,g 6 G? b! 
are bounded by one and rstend by continuity to all ofSiY; the extended OpXatfJrs 
we again denote bv @;*. QiO and write @,*g = <$,*, @>“g = ,<j” for an\- g E 2. 
Further, by polarization we ha1.r the 
(F,(A) II. I) = c 1 (3.31) 
i-+1 -R3 
The adjoints of the mappings @,*. Qji” are now needed. 
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LEnlhlA 3.4. Zf f E L,(R3, C6) is comnpart!v supported, then for j = * 1 
(a,*)* f (s) = 1 Y,*(x, 7j)f (‘7) d% 
- R= 
(D,“) + j(s) = I’ 1,i.v. rj\l l(q) d’j9 
(3.32) 
AER B + 
- R-’ 
For any f E L,(R3, I?) let {j:,‘; he a sequence oj. cornpact~v supported f7mrtions 
conzqerging tof in L,(R3, Ca); then in the topology of X 
(a,;*) “j’ = Ijm(@,*)’ f,v , 
2 - 1) 
(a/)* f = h(@,“) * fb, . (3.33) 
Furthermore, the ranges I$ (@,* ),*, (@)“)’ are contairred iu Y& , and the range qf 
(CD,*),* in $. 
Proof. Let f E L,( Rx, C6) he compactly supported, and let II E !2( R+3). Then 
(12. (@,‘j”f) = @,‘h.j 
Now /I*(X) Y,*(s, ?j is absoluteI!- integrable with respect to s with L, norm 
depending continuousI>- c-m 7 for p = 0 and houndedly on 71 E supp f. The order 
of integration may thus be interchanged. X similar arqment applies to (D,“)” g. 
This establishes (3.32). The fact that Cp, *, @!” and therefore also (@,F)*, (Qj”)” 
are bounded operators gives (3.33). The last statement follows from (3.27). 
\\‘e non- achieve our primary goal: The representation of l;(t).f as a super- 
position of reflected plane waves and surface wwes. 
THEORERI 3.5. For an7J f E .#: . h E >& the Lfufurrrtions (@j*)c 11 = hj*, 
(Gj*)<.f =f,*, @,,tf = fjo arr in L,(R3, P), (7nd in tAe sense of (3.33) 
(3.34) 
h(x) = x 1. yfJ,*,,: (s, ‘j) iI,* dl]. 
,=*I -R.’ 
(‘3.35) 
The (generalized) solutions of the mixed problems for .IIa.\well’s equatiom in the 
half space R+3 with boundurj- conditions (2.1 )S . (2. I )c. and itciti(71 date f, II admit 
the representations 
lb(t)f (4 = j_s,, ; 1 e 
. R” 
-‘.““,‘(Y,*j5 (s, 7j)f,*(T) dq + 1 P’fl_r;(s. q)J:,“(q) dq/ ) 
- R3 
(3.36) 
r.,(t) h(s) = x 1 e-ijrlnl(Y,r)c (v, 71) h, . * (7jj dr,. (3.37) 
,=*l - R3 
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Proof. For anyf. g E .@ bv (3.29) and (3.31) with 1 = R we have 
= (g. iz, lx@,‘)” @,‘f +(@,‘j)* @;y]) . 
whence (3.34), and (3.35) follows in the same way. Again from (3.31) 
and hence, except for a (Lebesgue) null set depending on f. 5, b!- Fuhini’s 
theorem the absolutely continuous function (11 F,g) has a derivative in the sense 
ofL, 1 
where S2 denotes the unit sphere in R 3. Now let G be any comples Bore1 
function on R, denote by .I, the part of -1, in .$ . and let .f~ O(G(.&)); then 
by (3.43) 
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Further, for any g E Y?? 
and so in the sense of (3.33) 
Equations (3.36)-(3.38) follow from (3&I), (3.45) on taking G(A) = .\ and 
G(A) = esp(-if,\). It remains to establish (3.39). 
In L,(R3, C6) the multiplication operators .II, , .\I,‘i defined by AII,f(q) = 
j 1 +I 1 -f(v), ,Il,gf(q) = jt,f(q) with domains 
are closed operators (in fact, they are self-adjointj. Let 6 E L2(R3, R) be a radial 
function, p(x) = /3(1 .t’ I), such that /3(s) = I for j s 1 .<: R and p(x) = 0 for 
1 s ) ;; R + I. Let f EQ(&) n IT(R+~) n C(R+3); it is recalled that the set of 
such f is dense in the Hilbert space 4(.-&) with graph norm (cf. [.5, Theorem 
3.31); here C(R+3) denotes the space of continuous functions on e. Using 
the fact that B(R+ ) is dense in HL(RT3). the following integration by parts is 7 
easily justified 
@,‘p-Jsf (77) = j, 
+3 
Y/j*(Xt q)” fl(.V) --l(D)f(.V) li.1 
=il7lI 
- R+3 
ul,*(x. ?-/) * /3(x) f  (s) ds 
+ i f Yj*(s, 71) r .4(x 1 s I) $‘(s)f(v) dv (3.46) 
- i -i@ Yj’(S’, 0, ,j* .43p(s’. O)f‘(s’, 0) d.v’ 
- R= 
where gR(x) = .4(x/l x 1) /3’(s) f  (x), and we have used (3.15) and the fact that 
g*(s’, 0) d43h(X’, 0) = 0 f or any two functions g, h satisfying the boundar! 
conditions (cf. Section I). Since g, -0. /3.&f - .-!J in L, as R - CC and 
@,+ is bounded, it follows that @,iqR - 0, @,*/3.-&f - @;*.&f in L, , and so 
from (3.46) in the sense of L, 
dj*--I$(7) = kE,il7 I@,*sf(7k (3.47) 
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In the satne \\a\- lim,-,. @,*$i = @:*j.in&, and so (3.47) plus the fact th,lt the 
@:i-.-T.f(),) -; ‘j I s,*fo,, --j Iv 1]:.‘(1J,. (3.48) 
forLfEP(.J,) n H’(R+“) n C(R+“). If no\\ ./ is an!- ekmtnt of I/‘(.i,). Ict if,,: 1.1 
2(-j<) n H’(R+3) n C’(R,Y) he a sequence con\wging tu f in graph norm. B!- 
since the graph of .\I, is closed. This establishes (3.39) for I@.*),; the case of 
(@j*)C is esactly the same, and that of @,” follo\r-s in the same ~a!- with the help 
of the multiplication operator ,11,0. 
\Ye now haw the eigenfunction espansions (3.34). (3.35). hut it has not been 
shown so far that the\, are orthogonal. It is of some interest that the surface 
modes (GJqjr ,y are urthoronal to the free retlected modes (@,*) x p. 
1 - P,,” = (@,‘$ (cf& + (@‘$ (@f,),-. . (3.49) 
III the case qf C.+(t). the part of li9(t) in .$. the jour operators (@,*)T (@,+li. 
(DjO)* Dju, J' = &I, me nrutzrai!\, orthosgonnl orthoprojertors in XL which reduce 
C$( f). and 
.e; = q,x. ‘7 1 Z,> x, . (3.5Oj 
~w/rf-re 
z II = 5 (a?*)* (a,‘)-, 
,=*I 
(3.51) 
= = x (a,“)’ @,“. - ..‘ 
I=*1 
PYOOJ The following fact. used in the previous theorem, trill he needed 
several times in the proof [j. Theorem 3.21: The set ;W’,,, n H1(R+3) n C(R+3) 
is dense in .Y& , and for anyfE 52(.-l,,,) there esists a sequence {.f,ll C9(.4,,,) n 
Hl(R+3) n C(F) con\-erging tof in graph norm, i.e.. I -1.f - .sL, 1 A If - .f, / 
- 0 as 12 - ,-x8. 
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The case of L:,(t) is entirely elementary and is considered first. Let g E .$ n 
H’(R+3) n C(F). Define G on R3 by G(s) = g(.v) if ss ;;s 0 and G(s) = 
-diap( 1, I. - 1, - 1, 1) g(s’, -x3) = -C’ccg(.~‘, -3s) if ss < 0. Then 
cr,*g(I)) = ,&(p) P,,(Yj)(27+‘.’ 1’ [e-i13tiz - Pil’Yc] @.,,y([, x2) 1f.v 
(3.52) 
= XR,,(P) P,(v) @~G(v). 
Hence the range of @,* is orthogonal to the range of PI, and furthermore 
(@I+)* @l”f(X) 
= .lR, yY,+cv. 7) @,+A?) fi7 
= (3~)~~ ” [ {eir”Pl(~) @,G(q) - e i-‘“T,(.& -,I) C,CD,G(~); d( lip 
aR-3 
= (‘iT-” ‘2. .r, 3 e i.-lpl(7) Q3G(7) 4 - (2~)-3,~ Jh 
+3 
eirsPl(~j) C@,G(<, -p) d5 dp 
= (24-3’2 1 e”““Pdd @33G(7) d7 
- R” 
= ~;P1@3G(.v), (3.53) 
and similarI! 
for s E R+3. Similar expressions hold for Qj-. Since such g are dense in .X1, 
it is now evident that (@jr*): (@r*)r and (@:r)z (CJ~,)~ are orthogonal 
projections. Statement (3.10) follows from (3.27). Suppose non- that 
f E (@r+)z (@r*)r .&; then from [3.52), (3.53) @r,f = 0, so exp(--i 1 * 1 t) @‘rf = 
0, and hence by (3.37) L’e(t)f = (at*)* esp(-i 1 . 1 t) Qpl*j = (@,*)* (al*) L’,(t)f 
b)- (3.39). The projections thus reduce L;.(t). 
\Ve now turn to the case of C;(t). Here the central issue is to prove orthogo- 
nality. i.e., 
(CD:,), (@,*)T = @T@l”)‘” = 0. 
pDj’)(@y) * = 0, j, k = ztl, 
(3.54) 
and the relations which are obtained by taking the adjoints of these. \Ve consider 
first the case @~*(@L(I)*. Note first that if F is rapidly decreasing, then 
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esists point\\ ise for each p t pi” und belongs to the same L, GUI\ ~lenw da2 JS 
QItF; therefore GI*F(‘pj = 0 i(Jr CI cry p 5 R3 implies @,+F = 0. No\\ define the 
class of functions ,+” CC .f(R”, Pj by f~ .‘#‘J iff j‘s .‘j and 1‘ :-~ 0 in ;1 n+gh- 
horhood of the hyperplane tf -- 0; then 9” is dense in L,(R”, PI, Jnd. furthvl- 
more, if ft Y”, then 
is smooth in 7. Therefore, 
is smooth and rapidly decreasing in Rt3; it belongs to the same equivalence class 
as (@,o)*f, so we identify it with the latter. Therefore, as remarked above, 
~I*(@Iu)~“~~(p) exists for each p E R3. Now choose and fix anyfc 90, and let p 
be an arbitrary but fixed point of R”. It is shown that 61*(@,0)+j.(p) =O. Since p 
is arbitrary, this implies that @l*(@*o)9~f = 0, and hence that @,*(@,O)* = 0. 
because 9’ is dense. Recall now that p is fired, and letf,, E Y’) coincide \\ithj 
except in a neighborhood -\‘,, = (7: 1 t1 - j p 1 1 cz I/n) and decrease to becomr 
zero throughout AIn Then 
’ const 1 If(?)/ dq. ‘;I - 
- I\- ” 
Since ;he integral is a continuuus set function, f~f., , and the measure of 
.Vn + 0 as n - ,CE it follows that (cD~~)* fn(.v) - (@,“)“,f(~) for each s G R-2 
and ~(@~~)*f~(.v)[ ::. ~(@,~)*f(~)l + o(l) ‘;. JI, a constant. since (@,“)“f(.vj is 
bounded by a constant times the 15, norm off. Hence 
e+=w*f,(4) 
= (2n)-3 ” XR&h) p,(q) 
, ,A\ j 
R+3 
[e--iw31 _ cir3q3C~(qjJ elf+’ (aLo)’ j;(s) d.v + $(Q1’ ) *f(qj 
as w - ‘fJ (3.55) 
pointwise for each q E R3. Now since fn vanishes in a neighborhood of ta = 0 
and fl = 1 p 1 the function g,(7) =fJ7)/(5, - / p 1) is in Y-O. Therefore, 
(alo)* g,(.v) is smooth, rapidly decreasing, and satisfies the boundary conditions 
(2. l)S (cf. 3.23)); hence (alo)* g,, E 5’(-&), and by (3.22) 
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where the function ( )1(q) = .$I . The function -4,(@10j*g,(x) is again smooth 
and rapidly decreasing, so (cf. the proof of (3.39)) 
at the fixed point p E R3 by (3.56). Thus, from (3.57) 
by (3.55). Therefore, &)l(@lO)xj(p) = 0, and this implies @lf(0l”)* = 0 as 
outlined above. The proof that 0 = Ql*(@p’,),’ = @lO(W1)* is the same with 
obvious changes. The proof that, e.g., Pl(@,*)” = 0 is similar but somewhat 
simpler; we outline the argument. First, 
@,F(q) = 1 
- R+3 
(Y?,) * (s, 9) F(s) ds 
= (?x)-~ ’ XR+(q3) P-,(q) jR [t?‘l - C,(9) P-“““‘-~‘] F(x) ds 
+ 
exists pointwise if F is rapidly decreasing, and 
[Pa”1 - P-‘] C,(v) PJv) g(7) d7 
is smooth and rapidly decreasing if g E Y’ vanishes in a neighborhood of p = 0; 
denote the set of such g by Ss, . Clearly- Y0 is dense in L,(R3, Cc). Choose 
.IE .YO, and fix an arbitrary p E R3. Then g(q) = f(q),/(l p ) + 1 7 1) is in .YO; 
thus (Q+*)“g is smooth and rapidly decreasing, satisfies the boundary 
conditions, so is in Q(.-&), and hence .4S(@1*)‘r g(s) = (aI*)* 1 . 1 f(x). Now 
P1.4,(Qi,*) * g(p) = - [ p / @Il(Ql*)* g(p) at the fixed point p by (the pointwise 
version of) (3.39). Therefore. 
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and p is arbitrar!,. so @f,((pIi 1 ’ f‘ = 0; the rest no\\ ff~llows as aho\v. .\I! the 
orthogonalit!- relatinns (.;.Nj are pro\-ed by one of the t\vo models just outlined, 
and with (3.51) in hand the proof that the various subspaces reduce 1 7G(r! yws 
esactl\, as in the case of l,.(t) abu\c. This completes the prnof c~f the theorem. 
It follows from (3.50) that for an!. j- Yt the solution l.,(t)]‘ IJf RIazwell’s 
equations in general comes in tuo wthownal parts: the first part is a superpoji- 
tion of reflected plane wa~‘es. 
and the second is a superposition of surface waves, 
Further, if f is an element of the subspace E,S, then r’.Jt)f is also, so 
(C.Jf)f), = O1 and hence r,(f)f = (r,(,!)J’).j is a p ure surface wave. Similarly, 
the surface wave is absent iff- .S’,X. 
As remarked in the introduction, the method developed above can also be 
applied to other equations. In particular, the author has studied the equations of 
elasticit!- in R,” along these same lines. This set of equations is of considerable 
theoretical as well as practical interest, since it constitutes nn esamplc of the 
smallest possible (5 / 5) svmmetric hyperbolic system with t\vo distinct nonzero 
propagation speeds (for i and P wa;-es) and a-zero speed (cf. [6]). Here the 
situation is much more interesting and complicated than the case of AIaswrll’s 
equations, because the 5 and P modes ma!- be coupled at the boundary, i.e.. 
at the bounda? an incident P wave, for esample, may give rise to a reflected S 
wave and a surface \\-a\-e as well as a reflected P wave. \\‘hether such coupling 
occurs depends, of course. on the particular boundAr!- condition. The results of 
this investigation will appear elsewhere. 
For Naswell’s equations with the strange boundary conditions there remain 
questions concerning local energy decal- (ensured b!- (0.1) for the classical 
conditions), the partition of energ!- between reflected and surface modes, the 
effects of perturbation, etc. Of course, how interesting further results concerning 
the strange boundary conditions might be depends on whether they are realized 
physically. 
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APPENDIS: PROOF OF LEnrnr.~ 3.2 
The proof of (3.26) is an easy special case of that of (3.25); we verify (3.25). It 
suffices to assume that 0 ‘1 n s: h s:: 1,. The first part of the proof is to justif! 
interchanging limit and integration in (3.4) 
G H. (.\.I) 
The second part is to show that His given by the right-hand side of (3.25) using 
the well-known formula 
(A.2) 
for any continuous function q(p). Frnm (3.2) and (3. l I ) 
where 
is rapidly decreasing uniformly with respect to < = k * k, k E (n, h), e E (0, Q]. 
HerefE 9(R+3) is estended by zero to R3. so that @:,.f~ .Y(R”). Non 
1 ./As <)I” = 1 P,(q) @,f(vN + ZRe[P,(q) K*(TI~ ;if(t, i)]* @j3J(7i) 
+ I P?(7) K*(?. <,.r’(S, 01” 
(1) = F, (71) + Fj”(q; {) + Fj3’(~1; i). 
Pari I. The principal difliculty in interchanging limit and integration in 
(A.1) occurs when the zeros of the denominators of E/I < - ,I,(r~)l’ and K,(q, 5) 
nearI\- coincide, i.e.. when k - A,(v) v 1 E 1 - 4, . Define 
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and write H(c) of (X.1 j in the form 
” 
(A.6) 
From (A.4), (A.6), and the fact that 
.:” (,\,(,) & + $ dk *z 7r I (.1.7) 
it is clear that there is no difkulty in interchanging limit and integration in 
I:“(r). J;“(C). j = - I. 0. I. ii.e proceed to consider i;e’(fj. Since @JE Y(P), 
it follows from (A.4) and (A.6) that the integrand of I,“‘(c) is bounded by an 
integrable function uniforml\~ for c c (0. co] once it is shown that the functions 
are uniformly bounded for (71, E) F .Vd ;K (0, G,,]. \Ve consider first the case 
j = I. For fised E E (0. q,]. 
is continuous for (k, q) E 1~~ b] A’, . NOM 
I t’ * 7+(5. <)I -’ I I P I - I T+(e. ill I 
= 1 1 p 1 - [(k’ - I 5 12)? + 24k” + 1 tJ I’j + fJ]lla 1 
and substituting j = X,(v) & ic = 1 7 1 & ic gives 
I(p) := I p - T+(5, &(q) * k)l 3 [p’ + 2qp + 2 I [ I’) + f’]‘!’ - I p ; 
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which is continuous in p for any 1 E / E (a/2, 2b), and 
/(O) 2 [@ / 5 ,’ + E4]1 ‘I = ,l ‘L[4 j 5 12 + <2]1,4 , ; El:2&!2. 
Therefore, there exists S, :> 0 such that 1 p j < S, implies 
/ p - T+([, Al(T)) f if) :2 +:*Ql,” 
for all I < ( E (aj2, 26). Thus for ( p ( < 6, . ! E i E (Qj2, 26) 
/ h(T), Al(T) * if)\ I. 2a-1 “El/“, 
and therefore there esists 6, :, 0. the same for all 7 E :Lr6 , such that R E (A1(7) - 
6,, h,(7) + 6,) implies 
for 1 p / < 6, , 1 5 / E (a/2, 26). Now choose S < 6, such that j p / < 6 implies 
that (A.9) holds and also 17 / - 1 5 I ::- L/2, I 6 1 E (a/2, 2h). Then for 
1 t I E (Qi2, 24, k E (A,(7) - 8, , j\,(7)) + 6,) 
I T+([, {)I 3:: K(L’, 6) 6’ ‘. (A.10) 
Here and below K = ~(a, b) denotes a generic constant depending only on R 
and b. Splitting the integral in (A.g), into an integral over (h,(7) - 6? 1 h,(7) + 6,) 
and the remainder, it now follows from (A.7) (A.9), and (A.10) that It(7. E) 
is bounded uniformly for (7, 6) E 1V, x (0, ~“1. On the basis of this, in order to 
show that mt(7, E), n,(7), E) are uniformly bounded, we need onI!- reckon with the 
additional complication of t1 x I 6 / N *J(7)- i.e., we need only consider 
~~(7, c), n1(7, 6) for (7, c) E N, .a: (0, ~1, tv h ere nrl = :A’,+ n jtl’ + pp E rf < S,j 
for some 6, ,:, 0. For fised r consider the function 
f,(k) = $( I - k;I E, I + kp”;4 1 5, 13) 
for any 1 I, / E (a/2, 26). Now f,(k) :’ 0 for k C. I fl / . and 
so there esists 6, :. 0 such that I k - I 5, 1 / < 38, implies 
f,(k) ,> rz/128b3 
for all I 6, I E (a/2, 26). Now choose 6, such that 7 E Nt implies 
(a) I 5 - U7)l < 2 I 5 - I fI I I; 
(b) I h(7) - I 5, I I -=z 84; 
(c) I - .?(I 71 I - I 5, I) k/r* > HI - k/l 5, I + kr*P I (I I”). 
(A.1 1) 
(A.12) 
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and, since k E [I ,i ( ~ ~3,. ( 11 [ + S,] implies by (h) that / k - ( (I 1 ( c: 36, , 
this gives h!- (A. I I) 1.‘) 1 K! 1 < - 1 5, I 1” and hence (A. 13). Now split the integral 
in (A.8), into an integral over [I 1) 1 - 6,. / 71 1 + S,] and the remainder. The 
latter is hounded uniformly for (7). 6) E YI ‘., (0, c,,], and for 7 E .2’, , 
k~ [I 7 1 - S, . 17 ( + S,] we have by (A.9) and (A.13) 
so m,(q E) is hounded uniformIF for (~1, E) E 2li, \ (0, q,] b!- (.A.7) and (A.14). 
As for (.%8), . we ha\-e hy (A.13) for q G -2:, . k E [I q j - S, . 1 7 1 + S,] 
) 6,” - T L” I = I &” - (i” - El’)1 .. K I i - I t’f I 1 ~ (.-\.15) 
so rzI(q, C) is hounded uniformly for (7, F) E .V, h (0. q,] hy (h.7), (A.9), (A.10). 
and (X.15). This completes the justification for taking the limit under the 
integral sign in Z;‘)‘(E). 
I\‘e now consider I”‘(C). i = 0, -I. In both cases 15 - Aj(q)i-’ I.: u:‘Z for 
k t (n, 6), PO (.\.8),-(.\.7), are now dominated by (~2 times the following 
functions: 
(.-\.16) 
Choosing 6 in the definition of L\r,S such that 7 F ,V, implies 1 p k r+(t, <)I : 
K I 1 - I 5 1 )l!“, it follows readily that all three integrals are O(&‘) uniforml! 
for 7 E ,2;, . The interchange of limit and integration is thus justified, and the 
contribution to the limit of (.\.I) is zero. 
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\Ye now turn to I:“‘(C). From (.-l.3) and (.%4), 
Fj3’(11 i) = 1 Pj(,l) k”“(7, i)j(E. i)l’ 
., P,(7) PK(5. 5, -T+) C”((, <) 
’ U7) - i; I” 
- (P + 7,) (P - ?+I 
C$(& <) P((, 5, -T+) P;(q) P(E, i, r,) 
’ Ai7) - 5 “’ 
- (P + ?+I (P - ++) 
P((. 1, T+) P,(,,) P*(f, 5, -T+) C,*(E, 5) 
and from (2.33) 
Thus, to interchange limit and integration for Z:“‘(C) it must be shown that the 
functions 
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uniformly for (q, E) g ,Lr6 .< (0, Q]. \\‘e need now only estimate the remaining 
functions of (-4.18) for (71, E) E IV1 ‘\ (0. c,,] with l\; as heretofore: AY, = 
lV,<, n {&’ + p’ G r’l . 6,L). Choose S as above such that 1 p k T+ 1 
K15-I~II”iandthenS,‘;rSsuchthatI;-!~ll” :~l<-i<,I,‘~and 
the estimate I <? ) K 1 < - 1 t, 1 1’ 2 holds as in (&A, I?) for k E [I ~1 ~ - 13, . 
/ q j + S,]. Over this interval the inte,qrals for the four functions I), p. (I, I art’ 
bnunded 1~). a constant times 
uniformly for (v9 C) E A\r1 ,%: (0, qJ. The integrand ot I,S(r) is thus bounded 
uniformly for (7, E) t L\-O ,y (0, ~1. 
It remains to consider J”‘(c), J;“‘(C). Here the singularities of the denominators 
of ‘11 A;(?) - { I2 and k’(q, 5) are separated, i.e., X,(Y)) I j 6 / ;, I 5, 1 for 
71 E ‘Y&r, so the foregoing estimates take care of this, and the question remaining 
is the behavior of the integrands for large 1 TJ I . In the case of J”(C) WC haire a 
factor @JE Y(F). so there is no problem. It remains to consider the integrand 
of J”(C) for large 7~. Choose R such that b .:.: R, and writr 
= R(c) + L(c) + .II(O. 
As previously mentioned. there is no difficult)- in taking the limit under the 
integral in K(r). For I c 1 :- 2R. k 5 [a, b], b r’ R, T+(.$. 5) is pure imaginary for 
l = 0. T+([, k) = i(I e I2 - F)l”, (I 6 1” - /?)I.’ > R, and so there esists R 
such that I 6 I ,, ZR implies I p f T+ 1 . &(p2 + f?2)L’2 uniformly with respect 
to E E (0, l,,]. Hence for ( E I L. 2R and all E E (0, E”] 
Since 
J ‘iP I PT+ I * I P It T+ I and J liP hi- ~2.: K:R. (X.19) 
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and/(t, 5) is rapidly decreasing in 6, uniformly with respect to (R, e) E [a, b) x 
(0, ~a], while the remaining terms of Fj3)(q, 5) are bounded by a polynomial in 
15 ( for large ( 5 ( (cf. (-4.17) (2.12) (3.13)) t f 11 i o ows that the integrand ofL(e) 
is bounded by an integrable function uniformly for E E (0, ~a]. For 1 6 1 < 2R, 
171 :, 3R we have 1 p & T, 1 $2 KR( I + p2)‘~“2v so the estimate (‘4.19) again holds 
for M(E); the estimates for ti near 1 5 1 in (a, 6) are obtained as before. Hence the 
integrand of M(E) is bounded by an integrable function uniformly with respect to 
E E (0. en]. This completes the proof of (.\.I). 
Part 2: Ezwluafim of H. From (Al), (A.2) and (.4.4) 
+ %( ’ ). (A.20) 
since the limit in the integrand of the second integral in the first equation gives 
an integrable function by the foregoing, and hence this term goes to zero as 
S 4 0. Now (cf. (-4.16)) forj = 0, -I 
AS for the integral involving FJ”(q, LJ, for / p I > S we have by (A.2) and (X.4) 
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bincr the second term in the seccmd line is zero, a> follo\vs from the fxt that, 
e.g., in the case p .’ 0 (cf. (.A.;), (.4.-l)) 
.\,(7j) - (k + ic) A,(Yj) - k 
-__- - _____ = O(E). 
p - T+(LC, k + k) P - T+(f, k) 
Now choose 6, so small that for fised q, p *‘S, the intervals (1 7j 1 -21,. / 7j / + 6,) 
and (I 6, I - 6, 1 I l 1 + 6,) are a positi1.e distance apart. Then from (.I.?) and 
(AZ) and (.A. I7) 
From (.\.20), (.4.21), (.\.X), and (.\.23) \\e h3i.e finally (cf. (3.17), (3.18)), 
Hz 1 
- ll.,lc(,r.t,; 
I .tl%V 4 + j;c,;,,r g,l I .t:l’j(?)l’4 + j;,,e,,T e,l I .1”,(qV 4. 
If -cc <o ” b <I 0 we obtain the same thing but withj>,(q) in place ofJ,*(q). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
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